
November 19, 2013 

RE: Orlando Pizarro born 5-11-84 murdered 4-12-09 

Orlando PIzarro was taken from us April 12,2009 Easter Sunday ,we had a special family dinner 

and we all where together and happy it was within 5 minutes our life's where destroyed , the 

feeling of anger , and hatred, we couldn't understand why did this happen and why did Christian 

Ordones do this to our family when all we ever did for him was feed him cloth him and try to 

make him apart of our family and he betrayed our family the day he Murdered Orlando Pizarro i 

don't think that giving Christian Ordones 24years for what he did was enough and now they are 

thinking of giving him a second chance no I can't accept this ,what justice did we get we have to 

get up every single day to this pain, this had affected my whole family , I can't detach myself 

from my kids in fear of something happening , Not to mention how difficult this has been on 

Orlando Pizarros Mother she suffered the lost of her Son every day , she has not been able to 

move forward and as much as she tries the pain takes over and she can't help but to cry , I can't 

understand how someone who murders would even have the opportunity to get a second chance ,  

I understand that things change and that life must go on , but does it really we are left with a void 

in our hearts and everyday we are reminded that we will never have the chance to see our 

Orlando PIzarro, again he was some ones Son , Brother , Uncle ,Nephew , Cousin the only thing 

in life that we hold dear to our hearts and value more than anything is Family ,Orlando Pizarro 

will never get a second chance , we will never get the chance to see him smile at us again or ever 

hear him say I love you , he will never get the chance fall in love be married have kids , I beg 

you to please consider the pain that we live with , when will we have justice ... 

 

Herminia Morales 


